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La forma verbal dpmjg en el epigrama de Calímaco AP 12.139.6. identi-
ficada ya por Salmasius y Arma Fabri. es un subjuntivo dubitativo.

The verbal form dpvills. in Callimachus epigram AP 12.139.6, first iden-
tified by Salmasius and Anna Fabri, is a dubitative subjunctive.

Appropriate word-division can serve to solve the most difficult textual pro-
blems in Callimachus: one instructive example of this interpretative technique,
concerning epigr. 46 Pf. (AP 12.150), une 7, has been offered by G. Giangrande in
Habis 26 (1995) 323-324, and another interesting instance, regarding AP 12.139.6,
has been contributed by us in Habis 27 (1996) 41-43. We should like to dilate on
this latter epigram, in the hope of helping the reader who is not entirely familiar
with the intricacies of Hellenistic poetry. Salmasius and Anna Fabri have the merit
of having "correctly recognized in the reading of the Palatinas the verbal form
elpvtk" (Habis 27, 42) at AP 12.139.6. This active form (which could of course be
spelled dtpvfig, without iota subscriptum) I is attested in the manuscript, not a con-
jectural invention by them. The text suggested by Salmasius and Anna Fabri2,

I	 Cf. Kühner-Blass. 11. 134.
2 Cf. Jacobs, Anthol. Gr., III (Lipsiae 1817) 764.
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which we quote in Habis 27, 42 3 , was adopted tel que! by J. A. Ernesti, in his edi-
tion of Callimachus4 , although he opted, in bis notes (op. cit., 313), for Bentley's
untenable conjecture; likewise Jacobs5 praised the text proposed by Salmasius and
A. Fabri as beautiful ("specie quadam commendatur"), but in the end succumbed
to Bentley's fallacious suggestion. The verbal form Cipiríjs is characteristic of
Hellenistic Sprachgebrauch: in Hellenistic (and later) poetry and prose, as Salma-
sius, Anna Fabri, Ernesti and Jacobs knew and as is well known to all students of
Hellenistic texts to-day, middle and active forms were very often interchanged. The
active form ápvtig is one of the many colloquialisms employed in bis epigrams by
Callimachus, because active dpv6i reappears in late prose6 : such reappearances are
typical of the colloquialisms used by Hellenistic poets. Salmasius and Anna Fabri
believed that Cipvfjg (second person singular of the present subjunctive of active

was, at AP 12.139.6, governed by El ye, but this is "contextually impossi-
ble", as we haved underlined (Habis 27, 42), ah l the more so as A. Fabri's text
would, like Bentley's conjecture, entail the unsustainable conclusion that Menexe-
nus was not the boy whose embraces Callimachus fears and rejects: in reality. in
Callimachus' une the subjunctive dipvfig is used by the poet in a dubitative ques-
tion ("do you perhaps deny it?"). This type . of dubitative subjunctive, which alre-
ady in classical times can be employed in the second person singular (Kühner-
Gerth, 1, 221, quote Eur. H.F. 1417) is current in Hellenistic and later Greek7.

3 Cf. also Jacobs, Animadv.	 Epigr Anillo!. Gr. I = VII, 258f.
4 Callim. HyllIlli. Epigr. el fragm. I (Lugduni Batavorum 1761) 312.
5 Anthol. Gr.. III. 764.
6 Cf. e.g. E. Kplapds. ACCIKÓ TFIS" MEOCILWIAKFIS"	 SripáSovs- ypappareías-, III

(OcaaaXovlim 1973), si. cipvCo.
7 Cf. Blass-Debrunner-Rehkopf. Granini. neut. Griech. (Güttingen 1976), 366.1: "Auch die 2.

Person".
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